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About This Game
3D Platforming Meets Open World Voxel Building!
Cubic Castles is an online game where you build worlds from cubes and other items. What kind of worlds? Anything you want!
Role playing, 3D-platform gaming, or other challenges! What you make is up to you. Want to make a punishing parkour with
slippery ice and deadly spikes? No problem! Or maybe a simple house on a hill overlooking a lake? That's easy too! Even after
only a few days the open beta saw players create many fantastic and varied worlds!
Features:
Massively multiplayer in one large, persistent world.
You share the world with everyone! Find a plot of land, put a castle down, and start creating!
Super-playable 3D Platform Action
Cubic Castles operates with a fixed camera that you control, and the gameplay is anything you want it to be, from action
platforming to artistic design.
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Customizable Characters
Create your own unique look with hats, shirts, plants, glasses, and more!
Mining Resources
Mine resources in a variety of world biomes including forests, arctic wastelands, deserts, mountain ranges, and tropical islands,
all with different resources you can use. More to come!
Intuitive Crafting
Just drag your raw resources and tools into a workbench to see what you can build.
Crazy Obstacles
Accelo-rings, mechanical spikes, quicksand, lava, warp doors, and tons more!
Generous Economics
Forget the grind! Our pricing is fair and reasonable. And cubits even pop out for free as you mine.
Active Community
We just launched the open beta, and already there’s a very active, vocal community. And we're listening!
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Title: Cubic Castles
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Cosmic Cow LLC
Publisher:
Cosmic Cow LLC
Release Date: 13 Aug, 2014
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YOU CANT TURN DOWN THE LOUD
This game is EXTREMELY short. 5-10 minutes of playtime depending on reading speed.
The translation is understandable for the most part. That being said the choices you are given can be very unclear.
All in all not worth the time or money
. i only played this game because it had Elon Musk in the name. I'm Loving It!. Should support mouse and keyboard :(. need
more games like this. Interesting concept, but tedious and buggy gameplay.. Dat one moment when you're the only one with
14\/2 but no skins? Booo Prestige one noob
Dat one moment when you're the only one with 3\/14 but this skin? Okay you're forgiven
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Short and cute casual adventure. Doesn't really have any hidden object scenes, it's more about solving puzzles. The story never
really goes anywhere, but I guess it's not really an issue per se. The visuals are very pleasing and there's no upscaling or
pixelation to speak of. The animations are also pretty well done. Overall, it seems to have higher production values than the
average HOG. A couple hidden object scenes would have helped break the routine, actually, but it's still very much worth
playing.
Strangely, the game made my fans spin very quickly, and was running at some 6000fps! Fortunately I just had to enable Vsync
from the graphics card control panel to solve the problem for good.. I made a darker gentlemen walk out of my store with an old
fashioned Chaplin, 10/10 Devs did nothing wrong.. 4/5 Very fun game for a short amount of time. However, I feel as if the
creators could at a bit more content to appeal to more players. I know this may be considered a "meme game" but these types of
games can still be fun over a long period of time. I played the game for around 20 minutes and became very board. The first 20
minutes though were very fun. If you add some content that give the game some "purpose" I would gladly play it for a long
period of time. I could think of added like a case or something random that adds more content to the game. The creators may
not want to work on this game, thats fine with me. Just saying they could add a little more. Overall, good game.. You can buy
implants to seduce enemies! 10/10. This game really works your brain in a good way. One of the most relaxing games I've
played as well.. A really slow paced relaxing game. Would not recommend to people who like fast paced games. I r8 8/10..
Un'avventura punta e clicca come quelle di altri tempi. Niente di nuovo, ma apprezzabile e godibile. Peccato solo per la "caccia
ai pixel" (bisogna cercare oggetti quasi non notabili sullo schermo).
A point and click adventure game as old school's adventures. Nothing new but you can love it. Some objects can be hard to find
because you have to do pixel hunting..... Can't run on win 10..tried compatability mode..but now it refuses to start. People asked
for a fix..no answers..I know this game is old but probably better if you run it on an old PC so i stuck with recommended for
that purpose...disappointed cause I always loved this game. Wish they kept it updated..Getting refund.. This Games has great
potetial but still feels unfinished. The way in which you can customize your army is something I have not seen in an RTS. There
are only two modes on this game: skirmish and LAN. I hope the devs add a online multiplayer mode. The battles seem to have a
adequate amount of micromanagement. I wish the pop cap could be increased. Great game keep up with the updates. love this
game play it all the time
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